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This month our TBT Reporters are recalling the last holidays and
dreaming about the next summer. As some time has already
passed since the holidays, our reporters are very unhappy because
of the current time of the year. Have a look into our “autumn
memes”😊.
This month our Vietnamese reporters will tell us about Halloween
in Vietnam – yes, it is there too.
We don’t forget about our teachers – 14th of October is the
Teacher’s Day in Poland – have a look into our “jokes and funny
pictures” section for some funny situations from a teacher’s life☺.
And last but not least – very interesting movie reviews for younger
and older viewers.

Fall is here, hear the yell
Back to school, ring the bell
But the last day of summer
Never felt so cold
The last day of summer
Never felt so old
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Autumn memes
I’ve prepared some memes, because people need some vitamins C, D3 and fun to
survive the autumn, so before watching them please consult a doctor or
pharmacist, as funny thing watched improperly may cause lots of loud laughter
and endanger people sitting near you😊
Author: Staś Pszczółkowski
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HOLIDAYS & AUTUMN
My last summer
Last summer was very interesting for me. I was on a camp. This camp was placed near
Masurian Lakes. I had lots of fun there. I played many games, I was sailing and relaxing.
Then I went to my holiday cottage in the Podlasie region. I spent a lot of time with my
brother there. Next we went to the Baltic sea. I went there with my family and friends. I
was sunbathing and swimming in the sea. *Interesting fact*= it was hot there and in the
sea there were jellyfish and algae. In my opinion this holiday was the best holiday I’ve ever
been in😊.
Author: Julka Knap
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HOLIDAYS & AUTUMN
It’s autumn now…
Now, it’s much colder than it was a month ago. I don’t want to write about
autumn, I want to write about the holidays, because that will help us to survive the long
school year.
During the last holidays, I was in Kołobrzeg. It’s a seaside and spa town. I stayed
with my parents in the hotel. The hotel was built near the beach, so we often went there.
I built some sand buildings (not sandcastles), while my parents were sitting and reading
the books, etc. I also visited the museum of minerals, basilica and other things like that.
When we finished our stay in Kołobrzeg, we went to Wisła. It’s a small town
where the Vistula river has its beginning. We stayed in a big hotel with an aquapark,
where we spent most of the time. We also visited the museum of the Silesia Beskid
culture.
My favourite country for spending the holiday time (especially winter holidays) is
Spain, precisely the Canary Islands. This place is very beautiful and you can rest there.
Author: Staś Pszczółkowski
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MOVIE REVIEW

Coco - the movie I recommend😊
The last movie I’ve seen was Coco. This is an animated movie. This movie was created
in 2017. This movie was directed by Lee Unkricha. Walt Disney Pictures and Pixar
Animation studios produced this film. The movie is about a boy, called Miguel Rivery
and his family. He wants to become a singer and a guitar player but his family forbids
him. He really likes listening to his favourite singer Ernesto de la Cruza. One day he
discovers that his favourite singer was his great great grandfather. I really liked this
movie😊
Author: Karolina Rychlicka
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Movie Club Review
During our last Movie Club we watched “Green book”. Green Book is a 2018 American
biographical comedy-drama film directed by Peter Farrelly. Set in 1962, the film is
inspired by a true story. Dr Don Shirley is a world-class African-American pianist, who
is about to embark on a concert tour in Deep South. In need of a driver and protection,
Shirley recruits Tony the Lip, a serious-minded bouncer from an Italian-American
neighborhood in Bronx. Despite their differences, two men soon develop an unexpected
bond while confronting racism and danger in an era of segregation. The movie won the
Oscar for: the best original screenplay and the best picture. Mahershala Ali playing Dr
Shirley won the Oscar for “The Best Supporting Actor” and Viggo Mortensen was
nominated for “The Best Actor”.
Author: Marta Burzyńska

HALLOWEEN IN VIETNAM
In the past decade, Halloween has been introduced to Vietnam and become a celebration
with its very own unique version that excites many tourists who visit Vietnam in late
October. Since Halloween is not an official holiday , the celebration is mostly observed in
bigger cities especially in Saigon and Hanoi among the younger population. Festive
activities blend trick-or-treating, crazy costumes, haunted houses, and raving music into
some of the greatest Halloween parties.
Authors: Natalia Garstka
Ania Nguyen
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JOKES AND FUNNY PICTURES
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Meet the Journalists
Meet the people behind this amazing edition of
The Bingo Times! We meet up once a month – on the second Friday of each month.
Our next meeting is in November.

Marta Burzyńska

Staś Pszczółkowski

Iza Czernek

Natalka Garstka

Julka Knap

Ola Więch

Karolinka Rychlicka

Ania Nguyen

Blanka Sut

… you?

Feel free to contact us!
If you have a topic you would like us to write about, or you wrote an article and you
would like us to publish it, or maybe you would like to submit your artwork or
a joke – you can e-mail us at: school@edulang.pl
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